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T

he recently upgraded road between Narrabri and Bingara passes across a significant geological area
in New South Wales. The road crosses poorly outcropping rocks of the coal and hydrocarbonbearing Sydney-Bowen and Surat Basins near Narrabri, passes across the rugged, elevated remnants
of the Nandewar Volcano, and enters older, folded sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Tamworth Belt
to the east. The major fault against which the basin rocks are juxtaposed against the Tamworth Belt is
concealed beneath the lavas and intrusions of the Nandewar Volcano.
This geological drive (Figure 1) describes the rocks encountered along the road between Narrabri and the
glacial area at Caroda (see our geological tour of the Barraba-Bingara area). A number of sites (Figure 2)
are recommended along the road where significant rock types and landforms can be examined. The sites
can be located by approximate distances from geographic points on both the Narrabri and Bingara ends of
the route. The descriptions are presented in simplified terms for those with limited geological knowledge.
A description of the geological features between the Caroda glacial area and Bingara are presented in a
separate self-drive tour downloadable from this site or available from the Bingara tourism office.
The route passes across two major belts of rocks which are separated from one another by a major,
regional-scale fault: the Hunter-Mooki Fault. These belts of rocks include folded sedimentary and volcanic
rocks of the Tamworth Belt in the east, and approximately horizontal sedimentary rocks of the SydneyBowen and Surat Basins to the west. These rocks were intruded by magmas which flowed onto the land
surface to form the Nandewar Volcano. The geological history of the area is simplified in Table 1.
The Tamworth Belt rocks were deposited in a shallowing ocean during the Late Devonian to Early
Carboniferous periods, about 380-410 million years ago. The ocean eventually shallowed and retreated
before large influxes of sand, gravel and volcanic ash which were derived from the uplifted continent. The
continental landmass was within polar latitudes during this time, resulting in extensive glaciers which
ground their way downward into the elevated, mountainous topography. Volcanoes were also active on the
continent, contributing large volumes of ash and some lavas to the land surface. These volcanoes resulted
from the subduction of the oceanic plate to the east beneath the Australian landmass, the resulting friction
melting the crustal rocks which intruded upward and in some cases erupted. Glacial products are well
exposed near the glacial monument site closer to Bingara. The abundant conglomerates and sandstones
contain numerous pebbles and boulders of lava within ash-rich sand. Some of these rocks will be examined
on this drive.
The Tamworth Belt sands, gravels and ash were converted to rock and were tilted and folded during a
major period of mountain building near the end of the Carboniferous period. Erosion of the elevated
landmass resulted in the deposition of large areas of sand and silt in a broad, low lying basin - the
Sydney-Bowen Basin. Swampy conditions, periodic inundation by the sea and eventually a return to
deposition on broad alluvial plains resulted in a number of coal seams separated by thick sandy and silty
beds. Deposition in this basin ended at the end of the Triassic period (about 248 million years ago) when
a period of mild deformation gently tilted the basin rocks and faulted the older Tamworth Belt rocks in the
east across the younger Sydney-Bowen Basin strata (see Figure 3 cross section) along the Hunter-Mooki
Fault.
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Tour route

Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Bingara-Narrabri road in the Nandewar Range area.
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Figure 2. Simplified geological map of the tour route showing geological sites.
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE NARRABRI-BINGARA REGION
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Table 1. Major geological events represented in the rocks adjacent to the Nandewar Volcano.
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Figure 3. An approximate cross section of the rocks between Narrabri and Bingara, showing the
relationships between the Tamworth Belt and Sydney-Bowen Basin, the Hunter-Mooki Fault, and the
preserved remnants of the Nandewar Volcano.

Following the faulted juxtaposition of the Tamworth Belt with the Sydney-Bowen Basin, extensive topographically low land to the west of the fault became the site of a major period of deposition for at least the next
70 million years. This new sedimentary basin extended throughout what is now central and western New
South Wales, Queensland, the Northern Territory and South Australia. It is the Great Artesian Basin, which
is preserved in the Narrabri area as a sub-basin, the Surat Basin. The rocks of this basin initially comprised
outpourings of basaltic lava during the Jurassic period (see Figure 1), but subsequently were composed of
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thick, monotonous volumes of sand with minor gravel and silt. These rocks are now sandstones, conglomerates and shales. Similarly to the rocks of the Sydney-Bowen Basin, these rocks do not form prominent or
useful outcrops along the Narrabri-Bingara Road.
During the Tertiary period, about 21 million years ago, the continent was drifting slowly northward
across a point in the Earth’s mantle referred to as a hotspot. Mantle hotspots occur above fixed convection
cells, where outward directed heat is focused in the top of the mantle and lower crust, resulting in melting of
the rocks near the top of the cell (Figure 4). The first rocks to melt and be transported to the surface were the
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Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of a mantle hotspot, showing convection cells. The slowly
drifting crustal plate passes across the hotspot, where magma formed by melting at the hotspot intrudes
outward, erupting at the surface to form a volcano. As the volcano passes away from the hotspot its
magma cools and hardens and the volcano becomes extinct.

crustal rocks. These were erupted from a vent or vents in
the Killarney gap area about 21 million years ago as rhyolite lava (Figures 1 and 2), a pale coloured, viscous lava
which flows only short distances from the volcanic vent.
The extruding lavas were accompanied by numerous sheetlike bodies of magma which occupied fractures forming
within the swelling crust about the volcano, subsequently
cooling to form dykes. Over the following 1 to 4 million
years the hotspot produced increasingly higher melting
point lavas, ultimately resulting in black to grey, highly
fluid trachyandesite and basaltic lava.
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The continuous, slow movement of the continent
northward eventually removed the Killarney Gap area
from the magma source. A new major eruption point
developed at Mount Kaputar (Figure 1) where basalt lava
was vented until about 17 million years ago, when the
continent migrated northward, removing the Kaputar vent
from its magma source. The next point of crustal weakness
to pass above the same hotspot was the Warrumbungle
area, where lavas were extruded from the Warrumbungle
Volcano between 17 and 13 million years ago.
Basaltic lavas from the Nandewar Volcano flowed
over great distances from the vents (Figure 5). Remnants
of the lavas extend over a north-south extent of about 160
km, and about 100 km east-west.
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Figure 5. Present outcrops of basalt erupted
from the Nandewar Volcano
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Subsequent erosion of the Nandewar Volcano has revealed parts of the volcano’s structure. Erosionresistant lavas form sheet like, low angle bodies exposed as cliffs on the steep ridges of the nearby ranges.
The cores of volcanic vents exhibit their congealed magma conduits as hill-capping, vertical plugs. And some
of the many dykes are preserved as almost vertical walls of hard rock.
Kaputar vent
17 million years ago

Killarney Gap vent
21 million years ago

Possible profile of the Nandewar
Volcano during the Tertiary period

Present day land surface
Mt Kaputar
Mt Castle Top
Killarney Gap

Figure 6. Possible profile of the Nandewar Volcano during the Tertiary, superimposed upon present
topography.

SITES OF GEOLOGICAL INTEREST
A number of sites have been chosen along the Narrabri-Bingara Road to demonstrate some of the features of
the Nandewar Volcano and the rocks beneath its lavas. Refer to Figure 2 for the geological setting of these
sites. Table 2 lists the approximate distances of the stops from the Sawn Rocks turnoff and the Paleroo turnoff.
Table 2. Distances of each site from either end of the route.

Site

Distance from Sawn Rocks

Distance from Paleroo turnoff

Sawn Rocks

0

11

Castle Top view

2.3

8.7

Killarney Gap

3.8

7.3

Basalt

4.6

6.3

Rhyolite

8.2

2.9

Conglomerate

11

0

Conglomerate. Intersection of Narrabri-Bingara Road and Paleroo turnoff. Park safely off the main road.
The intersection is approximately 59 km from Bingara. MGA grid reference 293727 6664240.
This is the eastern-most site and is situated
near the edge of the rhyolitic lava sheet
which was derived from the Killarney Gap
vent to the west. The road cutting shows
some good examples of the Carboniferous
conglomerates which were deposited on
land within a polar environment. These are
rocks of the Tamworth Belt. They have
undergone minor folding and are tilted at a
low angle to the west. Some of the hills a
few kilometres to the east of this site show
resistant beds of rock which are part of the
Tamworth Belt tilted westward. Note the
numerous volcanic pebbles in the conglomerate (Photo 1). These are quite different to the volcanic rocks derived from
the Nandewar Volcano. The pebbles are

Photo 1. Conglomerate composed of volcanic rock pebbles.
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imbedded in what was sand rich
in volcanic debris and ash fragments. The ridge to the northwest shows a prominent lava
flow which appears as a thick
layer (Photo 2) which is dipping
northwards away from the Killarney Gap vent. The rocks
above the prominent lava layer
are softer lava flows and ash
beds which are more easily
eroded by wind and water.

Rhyolite. See Table 2 for distances. MGA grid reference 221222 6663200. Prominent bouldery outcrops
on the southern edge of the straight length of road. Park safely off the road.
These boulders are representative of one of the major rock types which erupted from the Nandewar
Volcano. This is rhyolite, a rock composed mainly of white quartz and white, elongate crystals of feldspar
(Photo 3). Its mineral composition is very similar to granite, a rock which forms large bodies within the crust.
Rhyolite is the lava equivalent of granite. The rhyolite lavas derived from the Nandewar Volcano were the
earliest eruption products, formed by melting of the crustal rocks above the hotspot.
Rhyolites are relatively cool lavas and consequently are very thick and viscous. They do not travel far
from the vent, and commonly show thin layering which represent subtle compositional or textural variations
within the lava. This layering is known as flow lamination or flow banding. This can be observed on some
faces of the boulders (Photo 4). The rhyolite also includes gas bubbles or vesicles. The bubbles contained
steam and gases derived from the magma. The flow direction of the lava is shown by the alignment of the
gas bubbles (Photo 3).

Photo 3. Rhyolite showing small, elongate crystals of
feldspar and aligned gas bubbles.

Photo 4. Rhyolite showing flow banding.
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Basalt. See Table 2 for distances. MGA grid reference 218717 6662933. Grassy track on the inside of the
tight switchback bend. The track cuts off the bend and can be negotiated with due caution for approaching
traffic.
Photo 5. Trachyandesite lava.
Boulders of black basalt and grey trachyandesite are present on the ground (Photo 5). Some
of these have been derived from the road cutting up hill from this site. These rocks represent the later stages of the Nandewar Volcano
eruption. They were derived from melting of
the upper mantle rocks above the hotspot
plume. The rocks comprise white feldspar and
black amphibole or pyroxene crystals. A common variety of basaltic rock here is hawaiite, a
lava erupted on the Hawaiian islands, a volcanic chain also overlying a mantle hotspot.
Basalt is a very hot, highly fluid lava. It
is capable of traveling long distances from the
vent and flowing very rapidly. These lavas
have flowed at least as far as Moree to the north.

Killarney Gap. See Table 2 for distances. MGA grid reference 218139 6662557. Picnic area, top of the
range. Off road parking is available on either side of the road.
Although the earliest eruption of the Nandewar Volcano took place from a vent in this area we see little
evidence of the crater. Features which confirm the presence of the vent include outward dipping lava sheets
similar to that observed at the Paleroo turnoff.
The crest of the steep ridge to the east
shows a good example of one of the intrusive Photo 6. A wall-like outcropping dyke.
dykes which occur commonly throughout the
Nandewar Volcano (Photo 6). Dykes are
sheet-like bodies of congealed magma which
have intruded through the adjacent rocks at an
angle to the layering in those rocks. Where the
magma has intruded along the layering (for
example, bedding planes), the body is known
as a sill. Dykes are very common in and
around volcanoes. As magma moves upward
beneath a volcano the local crust swells and
moves upward, resulting in deep fractures,
some of which intersect the magma chamber or
conduit and themselves become filled with
magma. Some dykes erupt at the ground surface, resulting in lines of spectacular, fountaining fissure eruptions which are a common in the Hawaiian volcanoes.
Castle Top view. See Table 2 for distances. MGA grid reference 216992 661836. Flat parking area on apex
of tight switchback bend.
This site provides an excellent view of the topography of the dissected northern flanks of the Nandewar
Volcano. The steep, angular ridges demonstrate the erosional power of water, with deep scouring into the
internal structure of the volcano having taken place over the past 17 million years. The angular landforms are
due to the presence of very hard lava flows intermixed with softer lavas and some volcanic ash layers.
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The tall, distinctive profile of Photo 7. Castle Top Mountain (left) with a dyke on its northern flank.
Castle Top Mountain is prominent to
the northwest (Photo 7). Although
this hill has a volcanic plug-like profile, geological researchers have
demonstrated that the tip of the hill
is a slightly tilted lava flow, a remnant of a more extensive flow. What
appears to be a tall dyke outcrops to
the right of, and behind the peak of
Castle Top.
It is apparent that the final surface of the Nandewar Volcano was
considerably higher than the crest of
Castle Top Mountain. The material
eroded from the volcano has formed
rich soils in the surrounding regions,
and large fan-like bodies of outwashed alluvium towards Narrabri.
Sawn Rocks. See Table 2 for distances. MGA grid reference for intersection of Sawn Rocks turnoff: 216089
6661583. Proceed to parking area and follow walking track to Sawn Rocks.
Photo 8. Lava flows near Sawn Rocks
The walking track passes across poorly outcropping
Triassic sandstone and shale and crosses into rhyolitic lava further along the track. A number of
irregularly shaped sheets of lava can be seen on the
ridges cross the valley to the southwest (Photo 8).
Large blocks of rhyolite occur along the edges of the
track. Some of the boulders show relatively long,
flat sides and are pentagonal (5 sided) in cross
section. These are columnar jointed blocks similar
to those in the cliff face at Sawn Rocks. They have
probably been eroded from the same lava flow as is
present at Sawn Rocks.
Sawn Rocks is a 40 metre high cliff section through
a rhyolitic lava flow (Photo 9). When thick bodies
of lava or shallow intrusions (sills or dykes) cool
slowly and evenly they crystallise and decrease in
volume. Cracks develop perpendicularly to the tops
and bottoms of the flow or the walls of the intrusion.
The cracking forms 5 or 6 sided, straight to curved
columns. These are referred to as columnar joints or
cooling columns. Lavas which cool quickly or
unevenly don’t form columnar jointing. In places
where the lava flow was crystallising on a slope or
was subjected to outside pressures the columns may
be curved, demonstrating that the lava had cracked
whilst still in a non-solid form. The entire lava flow
at Sawn Rocks would be somewhat thicker than the
cliff height.

Photo 9. Columnar jointed lava at Sawn Rocks.
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